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Privacy

Privacy is a hanging or sliding system enabling you to create
permanent focal points or temporary partitioning within
your home, office, education or in commercial or hospitality
projects.

Utilising the same recycled materials as Sculpture, one other
distinction is the “see through” area within part of each design.

They can be slid out into an area to create a quiet space for
study or small group meetings.
 
Individual Privacy panels could be then slid back over any
suitable wall mounted Sculpture single color panel to create
the desired color effect.
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A3 8911
“Storm”
 Vertical slashes dissolving into lower solid area for less surrounding distractions.
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B22 7714“Slat”
 Contemporary curved ends reminiscent of timeless venetian blind effect.
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A40 5393
“Shutter”
 Rectilinear window shade effect with subtle lower panel dimensional changes.
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D20 15755

“Overlay”
 Interlocking circles portray
 a formal styling throughout
 the gradation.
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A30 6885

“Rondo”
  A contemporay feeling with
 a lower area semi-transparent
 privacy effect.
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B9 10529
“Space”
 Circular design reduction lower through the panel gives an illusion of perspective.
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D19 16762“Fade out”
  Circles or Diamonds? The reduction of design in the panel helps create the obligatory quiet working zone.
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C23 14419
“Quadrant”
 Grid-like layout of rotated motifs giving a modern feeling against an acceptable wall colour.
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A35 3461

“Shapes”
 A focal point of random geometrics
 inspired this free form layout for
 an informal panel.
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C15 12366
“Code”
 An “up to the minute” vertical design effect, this time shown in another location.
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B36 8234“Counterchange” 
  Utilising a classical motif produces a dramatic outcome.
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B5 8990“Chevron”
  Symmetrical diagonal hash effect used here as a functional focal point.
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C21 11698
“Ogee”
  Repeating traditional motif gives an interesting play of light and colours, bringing a vitality to surroundings.
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A26 5245
“ Facet”
 Simple contemporary geometric with functional cut out effects.
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B1 9928
“Mesh”
 Timeless gridline dissolving into a solid panel.
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A10 3252
“Underline”
 Straightforward timeless elegance suitable for many locations.
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B29 9375
“Slope”
 Simple diagonal hash line effect within a single panel. A permanent divider, colour accent or focal point.
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B41 6993
“Circuit”
 Informally placed circle quadrants results in a layout reminiscent of toy car race tracks.  
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B11 8601
“Cubic”
 To enable less “see-through” at a lower panel level to enable division from surrounding areas,
 a Moroccan inspired motif was used.21



B18 7962
“Pyramid”
 Scaled and spaced triangles are spread throughout the whole panel whilst giving an open yet necessary quiet area.
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Privacy design pattern

 C2 12324  A4 4391 B5 8990 B6 9013

E7 22328 D8 16174 B9 10529 A10 3252 B12 7719B11 8601

B1 9928 A3 8911
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C13 14078 A14 5983 C15 12366 A16 6823

B18 7962B17 8582 D19 16762 D20 15755

C21 11698 B22 7714

B28 8204B27 8542
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C23 14419 B24 9101 B25 8301 A26 5245

B29 9375 A30 6885 B31 8165 B32 7236

A33 2377

E34 16704 E37 16195

A42 3195
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(a) (b) (a) (b)

A35 3461

B36 8234

A39 4846 A40 5393

A38 4831 B41 6993
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Feltech Manufacturing Co.,Ltd
info@feltech.co.th
www.feltech.co.th

Sound Absorption Coefficients(as)

(Hz)
Frequency f

125

0.06

250

0.02

500

0.23

2000

0.89

1000

0.61

4000

0.95

Product Name acoupanel(AP12)
Product Category Wall and ceiling
Composition Polyester fibers with
 >60% recycled content
Weight 2,400 gram/sq.m +/-10%
Density 200 kgs/Cubic.m +/-10%
Thickness 12 mm +/-10% +/-10%
Size 1,220mm x 2,800mm +/-10% 

Performance
Sound Transmission Class STC 5, ISO 717 Part 1

Sound Absorption NRC 0.45 with no air gap, ISO 354

Color Fastness to Light > 6, ISO 105 B02-1994
Reaction to Fire EN 13501-1, Class B-s1, d0
Indoor Air Quality Low VOCs emission, formaldehyde and
 Phenol-free
Moisture Content <0.10% by weight

Privacy

The specifications are subject to normal manufacturing variations. Due to continued product and
performance development, the manufacturer reserves all right to vary specification without prior notice.

Due to the fine, fibrous and textural nature of the product, slight visual imperfections or dye lot
variations may be seen when viewing.




